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Overview
We analyzed 28 ICO trackers, which we found at the moment on the Internet. Almost all of them
are aimed at working with ICO campaigns. They do their best to promote them, to advertise, to
put them in the best light. But practically none of them is trying to protect the interests of
investors. Only some of them make a detailed analysis of some ICO campaign.

We decided to develop a new tracker that will learn more about each ICO campaign in order to
give potential investors an objective, maximum information. All the information that can be

extracted from the materials provided by the ICO project teams in public access, we will process
to show investors what is hidden between the lines white paper and the site of the ICO
campaign. The name of tracker is Smart Tracker.
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Goals
1. Find and provide information about the maximum number of ICO campaigns at the
moment.

We explore BitcoinTalk, Reddit, Facebook, Twitter, Medium and others.
2. The maximum is to objectively analyze all available materials of ICO campaigns.
We use computer analysis, neural networks, heuristic analyzers, statistical analyzers. We
minimize the subjective assessment that human opinion can make in the analysis of
materials.
3. We focus on the interests of investors.
The people's view of new technologies can be blinded by the promise of high-yield
investment. We will try to use all available tools to disclose details of investment
proposals. Investors will only have to compare the facts presented and take the final
correct decision.

Specifications
Smart Tracker is system that collects, analyzes and visualizes information about ICO

campaigns. For the analysis of information, we use tools such as: statistical analysis, Tags

Cloud, self-organizing feature map (artificial neural networks), correlation analysis, heuristic
analysis and others.
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Milestones
1. Collecting information about ICO campaigns
Search, explore and initial processing of materials provided by teams of projects that
prepare ICO campaigns.

2. Statistical processing of found and prepared materials
The first level of information processing: statistical analysis, Tags Clouds

3. Complex analysis of ICO campaigns
Deep analysis of ICO campaign materials using neural networks and artificial
intelligence technologies.

4. Overview of the status and trends of the ICO campaign market
Based on the accumulated knowledge base for ICO campaigns, a recommendation
service for investing in the ICO campaign will be implemented.

5. Establishment of trust management fund for investments in ICO campaign
A balanced solution for maximizing income with minimal risk for investment.
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Road map
Available Now:
Catalog of ICO campaigns that are currently in progress and are being prepared for launch. And
also the catalog of completed ICO campaigns.

Daily replenishment of the ICO campaign database.
Statistical processing of information received.
Tags Clouds.
Within 3 months (August-October):
Step-by-step introduction of intelligent tools for complex analysis of ICO campaigns.
Smart-contract integration in Payment system of Smart Tracker Project.
During the next 3 months (November 2017 - January 2018):
Implementation of the recommendation service.
During the next 6 months (February - July 2018):
Establishment of trust management fund.
Attracting funds up to $100M.
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Offer
Our project issues tokens on the Waves platform, which will be used to secure the right to
access the site of the tracker with the Member access level.
The presence of a minimum balance of Waves Wallet, user registered on the site tracker, in the
amount of at least 1 token STT (Smart Tracker Token) opens unlimited access to the site of
tracker for a period of 6 months from the date of purchase of the token, as well as a 50%
discount on all services of the tracker after this period.
Besides, in the future, the token can be donated or transferred using the Waves platform or sold
using the DEX exchange to anyone who wants to.
The cost of 1 token is 90.0USD (or equivalent in EUR, BTC, ETH, WAVES at the time of purchase
at the rate of the site https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/).
The number of tokens will be limited to 10'000 STT.
Issuer: 3PLTydX6B77jfQsNHG5X8kVJMaLRx9XwuJY
Token: CNhUwUpGoMmPxDsqrUsVDa6WDzwZVdh4N8gVA85tBB28
Token name: SmartTracker
The number of tokens for sale per 1 Waves wallet is not more than 10 STT.
The STT Token will be used throughout the life of the project as a guarantor of providing
discounts for tracker services.
The monthly subscription fee for providing the Member access level is 30.0USD per month (or
equivalent in EUR, BTC, ETH, WAVES).
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Example information about ICO campaign.
Recently, the fact of the scam among the ICO campaigns has been revealed: Ziber
Here is his tag cloud:
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And the map of the project EstateCoin from real world:

What is called - feel the difference...

